Content Access Networks

Content Access
Network
Connect and deliver a great entertainment and
internet experience with one cost effective and
feature rich platform
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Experience
“at home”anywhere
A User-Centric Approach
Providing the “at home” experience is critical for people who are
away from home, travelling or in a new home.
With so much now known about factors contributing to wellbeing,
it’s paramount that people connect with loved ones, relax with
their entertainment of choice and comfortably enjoy the benefits of
the digital world.
On-line communications and entertainment is constantly evolving
to growing, both in the choices available and the people embracing
the services. People want to watch and communicate using their
favourite services wherever they are - at home or work, in the city
or in a remote location.
Streaming services and social media have completely changed
the way we are entertained and communicate. The infrastructure
that supports our personal viewing and communications also has
to evolve so that it enables rather than restricts access to all the
internet has to offer.
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Content Access
Network
Aqura’s Content Access Network (CAN) platform delivers
simplified and high-capacity digital communication and
video-on-demand access
•

User freedom and choice with BYO Streaming (BYOS)
model – no costly bundled, fixed choice Pay-TV

•

Integrated from backhaul through to end-user BYO
device access (BYOD)

•

Highly secure with enterprise grade firewall and
content filtering

•

Bandwidth optimisation tailored to devices and content

•

Commercial / industrial-grade Wi-Fi access points

•

Scalable to thousands of users

•

Modular, building block approach

We know our users want to be able to make high quality calls to
loved ones and they want to be able to watch their favourite shows
during peak streaming periods. That’s why Aqura built the Content
Access Networks platform.
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Content Without Constraint
Traditional Siloed Infrastructure

Aqura’s Content Access Networks

BYO Communications
Skype, WhatsApp, FaceTime, etc

Free to
Air TV

BYO Entertainment
Internet

Tel

Netflix, Stan, Foxtel Now, Kayo, Disney, Apple+,
Gaming, Future…..

Social Media
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc

Pay TV

BYO Communications
Skype, InternetBrowsing, email, banking, etc

MATV

Wi-Fi

Copper

Optimised Content Access Network

MATV

Legacy communications
and entertainment results in
separation between TV, internet
and phoneresulting in:

By integrating services into one optimised, prioritised
and managed network, Aqura is able to provide better
value for money and allow easy access
to new services.

•
•

Users can bring their own devices and streaming
subscriptions, providing greater flexibility
and satisfaction.

•
•

costly Pay TV lock-in
additional expense and
complexity from duplicated
infrastructure
lack of flexibility
limited opportunity to add new
services and features.
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Build & Scale As You Need
Aqura’s CAN allows for BYO devices so people can use their
phones, tablets and computers to securely access the internet
and their chosen entertainment and communications services.
Aqura can also provide televisions and unified communication
phones to suit a wide range of requirements.

BYO Devices

End User Access
Wi-Fi | Ethernet

End users need reliable internet access to their services. Aqura
has extensive expertise in providing secure and reliable Wi-Fi
coverage in expansive and difficult environments.

Distribution Network
Fibre | Coax | Existing

Reliably connecting people to central equipment users underpins
a enjoyable experience. Aqura can provide state of the art fibre
GPON networks or upgrade or utilise existing networks, such as
cable (DOCSIS) and ethernet.

Central Management System
Security | Bandwidth Optimisation

BYO Streaming
Free To Air TV
Internet
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Aqura’s Central Management System provides a secure
experience for the user and their host organisation.
Bandwidth is optimised, prioritising communications
and equitably managing per user bandwidth.
Users are able to access Free to Air TV and the internet using
Aqura’s CAN. By optimising internet access, users can enjoy
their own streaming services, voice and video communications,
social media and be ready for next generation services.
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A Better Experience For All
Legacy entertainment systems typically rely on a standard
Pay TV offering that is both expensive and limits personal
choice. Enabling people to BYO entertainment provides
greater satisfaction and potential business cost savings.
Typical
Savings of
~40%

Features

Benefits

Simplified Per
User Model

All inclusive pricing based on a per user model
(as a service model)

Simple User
Experience

Simple, automated sign on process providing
people immediate access to all services.

Highly efficient
platform

Maximises use of available backhaul bandwidth
across Voice, Video and Internet.

BYO Services

Optimised for users to enjoy their personal
streaming, entertainment and communications services.

Equitable access

Bandwidth is optimised by user and then by
application and device to ensure everyone enjoy
a consistent experience

Localised
messaging

Customised splash-screens help to share
location-based messages and personalise
user experiences

Embedded
Firewall and User
Security

Next generation firewall protects the network and
people from external threats, allowing access to
authorised users and devices

Single portal
management

Online portal minimises administration load
to manage users, devices, traffic priority and
content filtering

CAPEX or OPEX

Simple options whether you want to pay up front,
or simplify through monthly payments

Aqura’s Expertise

In-house team with experience and deep technical
knowledge developed over a number of years
servicing the needs of some of the largest
accommodation sites in Australia.

Pay TV

CAN
Platform &
Internet
Internet

Distribution

Legacy
Systems
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Distribution

Aqura Content Access
Networks
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Industries

Resources

Hospitality

Aged Care & Lifestyle

Venues

•

Optimised for limited
WAN bandwidth

•

Customised welcome
messaging

•

Ease of Use / User
Friendly System

•

High Density Wireless
Access

•

Greenfield or
Brownfield deployment

•

Property Management
System (PMS)
Integration

•

Interfaces into Facility
Support Networks

•

Advert Injection

•

Content re-writing/
redirection

•

User Behaviour and
Demographic Analysis

•

POS Enablement

•

IOT & Sensor Support

•

•
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Concurrently support
permanent resident
and visitor access
Location-Based Policy
Enforcement for
Content Control (e.g.
no undesirable content
in common areas)

•

Customisable Content
for Alerts and Warnings

•

CCTV Integration

•

Integrated billing
system

Greenfield or
Brownfield deployment

•

Nurse Call Integration

•

Coupons

•

•

Automated user
account creation

Supports connectivity
for wearable health
monitoring systems

•

Payment Card Industry
(PCI) support

•
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Industrial Wireless
High-speed, secure 4G LTE and Wi-Fi

About Aqura Technologies
Aqura Technologies offers a broad suite of
communications solutions which are enablers of
high performance teams in modern, digitally driven
organisations and environments.
Aqura is recognised as an innovator having delivered
Private 4G LTE networks since 2016, delivering
Australia’s first underground LTE network in 2017 and
our Autonomous Remote Communications (ARC)
platform winning WAITTA and Australian Computer
Society awards for innovation. Aqura’s Content Access
Network platform operates seamlessly in over 10,000
rooms providing people with entertainment and
communications.

Content Access Network
User-centric access to entertainment,
Internet and communications
Unified Communications
Full integrated voice and collaboration
technology powered by Mitel
Autonomous Rapid
Communications Platform
Fast-deployment, remote
high-speed network
Industrial IoT
Unified management and integration
of connected sensors and ‘things’

Aqura, a fully owned subsidiary of ASX Listed Veris
Group delivers its services across Australia from offices
in Perth, Melbourne and Brisbane.
Contact
Ph: 1300 58 57 58
aqura.com.au/can
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